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Ben Foley started writing about how to use mindfulness to reduce stress and anxiety 
at FullyRichLife.com a little over 6 months ago. 

Since then, his little side project has generated over 6000 email subscribers and 
$10,000 in revenue. 

His secret sauce? 

Tapping into the big audience of readers on Medium.com. 

The Idea and Inspiration Behind FullyRichLife.Com 

Ben wanted to start a new side hustle and was thinking through some ideas.  

It was after a conversation with his fiancée however when she suggested he talk about 
getting over anxiety that he realized this topic is a lot more relevant to him. Ben had bad 
anxiety, stress, and panic for about twelve months that he said, “really debilitated me.” 

He was able to work through it by making some, “lifestyle changes, and in particular 
adapting a mindfulness practice into pretty much everything I do.” This was something 
he was passionate about and wanted to help others, so this is how he found his niche. 

Ben started doing research to see how he could position himself differently than others 
in the niche. He said he found, “a lot of gaps,” finding that most bloggers were yoga 
teachers or preaching heavily on the spiritual side. 

Being a male with a finance background, he wanted to appeal more to the “guy working 
80 hour weeks at Goldman Sachs” than someone looking for spiritual enlightenment. 

Putting an Infrastructure in Place Before Starting 

Ben had never written a blog post before starting his site, which he started just six 
months ago in December of last year. He knew the importance of having an 
infrastructure in place however, and set up his site on Wordpress and used Convert Kit 
to capture emails before starting on the content. 

Related: My free video course on how to set up a blog. 

He didn’t have a camera or podcast equipment at the time, so blogging was a natural 
choice. Ben said once he started, he loved writing content and getting positive feedback, 
so he “tripled down on that skill.” 

He was set on capturing emails, saying he didn’t care about page views or money when 
he started his site; he just knew he wanted to grow his list to market his products to later. 

To do this he set up a lead magnet, a “21-day mindfulness challenge.” The challenge 
sends an email each day from his autoresponder series teaching the user about 
mindfulness, and how they can relate it to modern day society. 

http://www.fullyrichlife.com/
https://medium.com/
https://convertkit.com/
http://www.sidehustlenation.com/how-to-start-a-blog/
http://www.fullyrichlife.com/pages/21-challenge/


Using Medium.com to Reach a Larger Audience 

“I knew from day one I needed to go where people already are,” Ben said. Medium is 
a site with 80+ million views per month, and anyone can submit a post to be featured on 
the site. 

Ben posted an article in early December but said it got maybe four views. That’s been 
about my experience on the site as well. 

Then Ben did a little more homework on the platform and realized there are Publications 
within Medium, some of which have as many as 200-300k followers. 

To write for a publication you need to submit an article to one of their Editors and have it 
accepted. Ben says it’s easier to get accepted then it would be other sites with huge 
audiences like Huffington Post, so don’t be put off by the large numbers. 

He had already written a 2.5k word guide-type post that had already been published 
and been well received. As Medium allows syndicated posts he submitted it to a large 
publication and it was accepted. 

Another plus to having an article accepted by a publication is that once you’ve had your 
article published you become an author. This means you can publish more articles 
without needing approval and keep leveraging their huge viewership. 

If you’re new to Medium, there are a few basic steps to start pitching ideas to 
publications: 

- Either look up the top publications by doing a Google search, or type keywords 
into Medium to find a relevant publication. 

- Look at the “about page” for the publication to find contact information for the 
editor. 

- Email the editor a pitch or a link to an article you think will add value to their 
publication and be of interest to their audience. (You can send it in “draft” status, 
and editors will be able to view it.) 

Ideas to Pitch an Editor 

Ben mentioned that morning routine and list posts are particularly popular on Medium if 
you’re stuck for ideas to pitch to an editor. There was one post in particular by someone 
called Ben Hardy called, “8 Things Every Person Should Do Before 8am” that went viral 
and had more than 10 million views and landed Mr. Hardy 30,000 new email 
subscribers. 

Ben took this idea and wrote a similar post, making some changes to make it more 
relevant to his niche, called, “10 Things You Can Do This Morning to Heal Your Anxiety”. 

https://toppub.xyz/
https://medium.com/personal-growth/10-things-you-can-do-this-morning-to-heal-your-anxiety-d1e320aef4b1?source=user_profile---------16-----------


He pitched the idea to an editor who was more than happy to publish the article on their 
publication.  

Turning Subscribers into Revenue 

Building a large list of subscribers is great, but you need to be able to monetize your list. 
Ben has developed a few revenue streams, the first of which was one-on-one anxiety 
coaching. Subscribers responded to his emails and asked if it was something he offered 
so he said, “yes!” and charged $500-700 per month.  

He didn’t find himself in love with the one-on-one client work though and so transitioned 
to a more time leveraged digital product strategy.  

After he hit 1k subscribers he asked his list what their #1 challenge is. With the 
responses citing dealing with anxiety, he developed a video course called, “Wake up 
Calm” addressing this and launched the course at $70 per person in beta, netting more 
than $4.5k. 

He hosted the video course on Vimeo and put them behind a password on his site. 
When he launches the next edition of the course, Ben said he plans to increase the 
price and is looking into Teachable as a better platform. 

Ben is also working on creating a physical product, a journal he’s calling the, “Wake up 
Journal” as an additional product to market to his list. 

Ben’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Just ship it.” 

More Info: 

 http://www.fullyrichlife.com/ 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/232 

Until next time! 

-Nick 

 

https://teachable.com/
http://www.fullyrichlife.com/
http://www.sidehustlenation.com/232

